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ÄBSTRACT

capture effìciency of a local exhaust system, e.g. a kitchen hood, should include only
contaminants being direct captured. In this study basic concepts of local exhaust capture
efficiency are given, based on the idea of a control box. A validated numerical model is used
for estimation of the capture efficiency. An experimental technique is innoduced for fiel<l
studies raking into account knowledge of flow patterns of air and contaminants obtained from
smoke testing and contaminant concentrations. Holding together numerical and experirnental
data a fair agr€ement is observed.

INTRODUCTION

The main function of a kitchen hood is to extract pollution from cooking in order to keep the
pollution level in the occupied space as low as possible. Basically a kitchen hood is intended
to provide an air movement that will carry pollutants from the domain of release into the
exhaust opening. It is common practice to characterize pollutant removal performance of
kitchen hoods in terms of capture efficiency defined as the ratio between the flow rate of
captured pollutants and the total emission rate of pollutants from the sou¡ce. Although fairly
simple in principle it is fa¡ from obvious how to estimate capture efñciency of a local exhaust
system, e.g. a kitchen hood. As discussed elsewhere (l) standards for testing of kitchen hood
capturc efficiency are available. The purpose of this study is to introduce some fundamental
concepts of local exhaust capture efficiency, and to derive general recommendations for testing
of local exhaust systems. The study is not aimed at kitchen hoods but at local exhaust
ventilation in general.

METfIODS

Concepls of local exhausf capture efficiency

Consider a local exhaust opening (flow rate q) at a source of constant emission rate, S. At
steady state the capture rate of the exhaust is S,. and concentration at the exhaust duct is C,..
Then the total captu€ efficiency is

s,.

s
4t,xct,

As pointed out by Jansson (2) S," should include only contaminants being direct captured. L€t
this "di¡ect" efficiency be denoted q0,". An estimate of Í¡d,. can be obtained from a mass

tli,! =
s
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balance of a control box containing the source and the exhaust opening. By definition
pollutants kept within the conÍol box are considered to be diect captured (Figure l).
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Figure l. Control box to distinguish between direct captured and escaped contaminants.

Pa¡t of the generated contaminant S is captured direct by the local exhaust, Ssr", and the
remaining pú, Ss,*, escapes the control box. Part of the escaped contaminants returns into
the control trox, S*¡, and the rest is captured by the general exhaust, Soú€.. Part of So*, is
captured by the local exhaust, S,"r., and the rest escapes the control box, Srou,. With a

reference to Figure I the following mass balance applies to the control box

S+St=S,"+S*

where S=S.r.+Sr.*

Si, = S¡¡. * S¡*ou, = Sm,o

S"=S*+S,r"

S* = S*¡" * Sm¡ = 55,6 * S¡am

By definition the di¡ect capture efficienc], tìdr", is derived from

., - Sr.u 
= 

Su -s,t --,. - s,"r.
','-T-- s -,t' --3-

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

(2e)

(3)
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Numerical melhod

The TEACH-code is used for steady state calculation of the 3-D velocity and concentration
field under isothermal conditions. The standard I - - - v-vv'rr ",rs w\ 

^À t1\
A more detailed description is w \,.''
test room with a locar exhaust actual
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Figure 2. Configuration of the ventilated room.

S,^=S,rt*S,"'=E(pvnc*O!¡U (4)
dx' .

where vo = lv" I for air velocity into the box, and vo = 0 for air velocity out of the box
dcldx = ldc/dxl for diffusion inro rhe box, and dc/dx = 0 for diifusion out of the box
p = density of contaminant



Let captue efficiency derived from S" be denoted qrr". From Equations (2c) and (3) it is

observed that the following relation applies

-,-Su-S,n-^,-S,n, (5)tl.=T=tl'--T-
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Field method

No sfrategy seems available when representative locations for measuring concentrations a¡e

to be selected for the estimation of <g>. In this study two stategies are applied: (a) sampling

at centres of surfaces of a cube without taking knowledge of airflow pattems into account

(r¡,"2), and @) sampling at centres of surfaces of a cube taking knowledge of airflow patterns

into account (q,"2b).

For a given surface, No. i, the concenhation obtained is co,. To estimat€ rln' (no knowledge

of ai¡flow pattems) <cù> is computed as the mean value of data obtained. To estimate t¡,.6

(knowledge of airflow pattems) <co> is computed as an ai¡ flow rate weighted mean

concentration.

From an experimental point of view the approach of Equation (3) is far from obvious. For

field applications Su,.n can be obtained from knowledge of airflow patterns and concentrations

of air contaminants at surfaces of the control box. Only part of air entering the control box

leaves the box by the local exhaust. l,et <cn> be the average cont¿uÌìinant concentration
(background) of this airflow. Then S,o,n is given as <q> x qt.. Let the derived direct capture

efficiency be denoted q2,":

n? = 
(t,, - <cr>) x e,, (6)''.---_J-

1ct) =
Fc¿. x c..utÞ-t

E"'

cr, denotes the fraction of air entering the cube, removed direct by the local exhaust systeÍt
In this study o, is "measured" by releasing a small amount of smoke at location No. i. By

following the Íajectories of the smoke a visual estimate of cr, is conducted. To take into

account the fluchrating behaviour of the flow field, an average of ten observations is used. It
is recognized that the technique used for estimation of q is somewbat subjective and further

development is called for in this area. In actual field studies concentrations of tue
contaminants are measured. In this study, however, contaminant concentrations are computed

by the numerical model. <q> is obtained from Equation 7.

RESULTS

Estimated c-values and computed concenEations are given in Table I for the two box
result indicates that

correlation for T¡,.1. Even for large boxes q,.r does
further development of the numericaf method is needed.
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Table 1. Estimated ct-values and computed concentrations for the two box sizes.

2tl

Surface No.
(r)

1(west)

2 (east)

3 (bottom)

4 (top)"'

5 (lefÐ

6 (right)

Box A (0.25 m)

cli c¡.¡ c!x%.¡

Box B (0.40 m)

0q cu.¡ clixcb,i

0.76 r 0.35'

o.7l t 0.45

0.94 f 0.10

0.84 r 0.15

1.00 r 0.00

0.87 f 0.28

99.6

99.6

76.4"

32.0

36.1

9.9s

s9.7

s9.7

58

23

34

8.4

60

52

0.80 r 0.31

0.47 r.0.46

0.87 r 0.19

0.46 t O.l7

0.64 r.0.33

0.79 X 0.25

20.5

5.96

0.45

13.3

tl.7

ll.7

l6

2.8

0.39

6.1

7.5

9.2

5.12 235 4.03 42

t Mean t standard deviation (N=10)
** Concenhations given as percentage of local exhaust air concentration.
t** The mean values of four observations, obtained at the diagonals 0.07 m from the corners
gfthe exhaust duct, are used because the centre of the su¡face is occupied by the exhaust duct.

Estimated local exhaust capturc efhciencies, T¡t*,.,r¡r,",1t,.,1t0," are given in Table 2. ¡à," is
computed without information on the flow field at the boundaries of the control box.

Table 2. Estimated local exhaust capturc efficiencies.

Box size nt"'. 1tr"

A (0.25 m)

B (0.4O m)

capture efficiency is considered to be the most useful parameter of a local exhaust
system. However, for application in general no consistent approach for estimation

parameter seems available. In this study fundament¿I concepts a¡e introduced and
approaches for estimation of di¡ect capture efhciency are applied.

computed by the numerical model, is an underestimate of the true capture effìciency. The
capture efficiency, rh"td, is an overestimate. As observed from Table 2 and Figure l,

efficiency, except total capture efficiency, depends on size and location of the selected
trox. T¡"o will be close to, but above, zero if the control box diminishes to a narrow
between the contaminant source and the exhaust opening. As box size increases, direct
efüciency approaches total capture efficiency. up to moderate box sizes, Madsen et

observed a positive

54.5

91.6

54.2

89.0

54.0

89.1

(7)

not approach q,"(ot

1.
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numbr of sampling Points increases and information on aÍ
It rs emphasized that as the

lntt tends to apProach the fue
movements ât the boundary of the control box ts improved,

1n" 2) flnt
of capture efficiencY

underestimate of ql.d.

Tlno Therefore it rs unexpected that 1'1rc (table as
value

strategles and experirìental methods applied ln
ls an The samPling

rs needed.
study therefore considered insufficent, and further develoPment

For field application, the following approach for estimation of local exhaust direct

efficiency is recommended:

- Conhol box definition: Only areas where contaminants are acceptable are

in the box.

Sampling strategy: Sampling locatio.ns are equally.distributed over the faces of

control box. To check üt";,¡¿ìJ" sampling ai the exhaust duct is included'

Estimate direct capture efficiency from Equations 6 and 7'
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